Abstract. Subspace clustering mines the clusters present in locally relevant subsets of the attributes. In the literature, several approaches have been suggested along with different measures for quality assessment.
P leiades
In high dimensional data, clustering is hindered through many irrelevant dimensions (cf. "curse of dimensionality" [1] ). Subspace clustering identifies locally relevant subspace projections for individual clusters [2] . As these are recent proposals, subspace clustering algorithms and respective quality measures are not available in existing data mining tools. To allow researchers and students alike to explore the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches, our Pleiades system provides the means for their comparison and analysis as well as easy extensibility. Figure 1 gives an overview over P leiades: High-dimensional data is imported using the WEKA input format, possibly using pre-processing tools already available in WEKA and those we specifically added for subspace clustering [3] . The subspace clustering algorithms described in the next section are all part of the P leiades system, and new algorithms can be added using our new subspace clustering interface. The result is presented to the user, and can be subjected to post-processing (e.g. filtering). P leiades offers several evaluation techniques, as described in the next section, to measure the quality of the subspace clustering. Further measures can be plugged into our new evaluation interface.
Pleiades

P leiades Features
Our P leiades system is a tool that integrates subspace clustering algorithms along with measures designated for the assessment of subspace clustering quality.
Subspace Clustering Algorithms
While subspace clustering is a rather young area that has been researched for only one decade, several distinct paradigms can be observed in the literature. Our P leiades system includes representatives of these paradigms to provide an overview over the techniques available. We provide implementations of the most recent approaches from different paradigms:
Grid-based subspace clustering discretizes the data space for efficient detection of dense grid cells in a bottom-up fashion. It was introduced in the CLIQUE approach which exploits monotonicity on the density of grid cells for pruning [4] . SCHISM [5] extends CLIQUE using a variable threshold adapted to the dimensionality of the subspace as well as efficient heuristics for pruning.
Density-based subspace clustering defines clusters as dense areas separated by sparsely populated areas. In SUBCLU, a density monotonicity property is used to prune subspaces in a bottom-up fashion [6] . PreDeCon extends this paradigm by introducing the concept of subspace preference weights to determine axis parallel projections [7] . In DUSC, dimensionality bias is removed by normalizing the density with respect to the dimensionality of the subspace [8] .
Projected clustering methods identify disjoint clusters in subspace projections. PROCLUS extends the k-medoid algorithm by iteratively refining a full-space k-medoid clustering in a top-down manner [9] . P3C combines onedimensional cluster cores to higher-dimensional clusters bottom-up [10] .
Evaluation Techniques
Quality of clustering or classification is usually measured in terms of accuracy, i.e. the ratio of correctly classified or clustered objects. For clustering, the "ground truth", i.e. the true clustering structure of the data, is usually not known. In fact, it is the very goal of clustering to detect this structure. As a consequence, clustering algorithms are often evaluated manually, ideally with the help of domain experts. However, domain experts are not always available, and they might not agree on the quality of the result. Their assessment of the clustering result is necessarily only based on the result itself, it cannot be compared to the "optimum" which is not known. Moreover, manual evaluation does not scale to large datasets or clustering result outcomes.
For more realistic evaluation of clustering algorithms, large scale analysis is therefore typically based on pre-labelled data, e.g. from classification applications [10, 11] . The underlying assumption is that the clustering structure typically reflects the class label assignment. At least for relative comparisons of clustering algorithms, this provides measures of the quality of the clustering result.
Our P leiades system provides the measures proposed in recent subspace clustering publications. In Figure 2 we present the evaluation output with various measures for comparing subspace clustering results.
Quality can be determined as entropy and coverage. Corresponding roughly to the measures of precision and recall, entropy accounts for purity of the clustering (e.g. in [5] ), while coverage measures the size of the clustering, i.e. the percentage of objects in any subspace cluster. P leiades provides both coverage and entropy (for readability, inverse entropy as a percentage) [8] .
The F1-value is commonly used in evaluation of classifiers and recently also for subspace or projected clustering as well [10] . It is computed as the harmonic mean of recall ("are all clusters detected?") and precision ("are the clusters accurately detected?"). The F1-value of the whole clustering is simply the average of all F1-values.
Accuracy of classifiers (e.g. C4.5 decision tree) built on the detected patterns compared with the accuracy of the same classifier on the original data is another Fig. 2 . Evaluation screen quality measure [11] . It indicates to which extend the subspace clustering successfully generalizes the underlying data distribution.
Applicability and Extensibility
Our P leiades system provides the means for researches and students of data mining to use and compare different subspace clustering techniques all in one system. Different evaluation measures allow in-depth analysis of the algorithm properties. The interconnection to the WEKA data mining system allows further comparison with existing full space clustering techniques, as well as pre-and post-processing tools [3] . We provide additional tools for pre-and post-processing for subspace clustering. Figure 3 gives an example of our novel visual assistance for parameter setting in P leiades. Figure  4 we show the main classes of the P leiades system which extends the WEKA framework by a new subspace clustering panel.
Subspace clustering shows major differences compared to traditional clustering; e.g. an object can be part of several subspace clusters in different projections. We therefore do not extend the clustering panel, but provide a separate subspace clustering panel.
Recent subspace clustering algorithms described in Section 2.1 are implemented based on our P leiades system. The abstraction of subspace clustering properties in P leiades allows to easily add new algorithms through our new subspace clustering interface.
Furthermore, P leiades offers several evaluation techniques (cf. Section 2.2) to measure the quality of the subspace clustering. By using these evaluation measures one can easily compare different subspace clustering techniques. Further measures can be added by our new evaluation interface, which allows to define new quality criteria for subspace clustering. 
P leiades Demonstrator
The demo will illustrate the above subspace clustering and evaluation techniques for several data sets. It will allow conference attendees to explore the diverse paradigms and measures implemented in the P leiades system, thus raising research interest in the area. Open interfaces will facilitate extension with further subspace clustering algorithms and evaluation measures by other researchers.
